e-Seminar on Solution to Global Humanity
Will be starting soon on Global Right Path Google Group
We are living in an era far more dangerous than ever before in human recorded history yet. A single major mistake may
ignite world war and may wipe out whole humanity in a blink of eye. Nuclear bomb dropped at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
Japan are living examples and since then world has developed far more dangerous weapon to wipeout this planet earth.
Global World is going through a Great Turbulence of Global Recession, and Global Poverty & Famine is on the rise. Rich
are becoming EXTREMELY rich and poor are becoming EXTREMELY poor and Humanity is about to die. What if
World’s only Super Power country United States of America stops buying from China or China stops selling
goods to United States of America and demands to payback full loans, both country may hit hard by worst
economy disasters you may have ever seen before. Perhaps what we have seen so far could be like the tip of an
iceberg and the rest would come later.
For few centuries till the beginning of 21st Century world is trying to save businesses and still failing to protect them. They
are going wrong direction by dialing wrong number, since they don’t know that they cannot run their businesses without
any single customer and forget that customers are people, they forget that saving a life like save whole world. They also
forget that a single machine may replace thousands of human BUT not a single human may replace a single machine and
that is the end of story.
If 99% are rich and only 1% are poor and those all rich donating 1/% of their wealth then poor can survive, BUT what if
0.001% are rich and 99.999% are poor. Today it looks like 1 (one) in millions are rich in many areas of the world and
Global System is upside down and is Totally Collapsed.
Think of old time ten organizations in which one thousands of employees working in each organization. Then came
industrialization and heavy machinery and robots took places of human. Naturally many of the workers got Layoff and are
off the jobs. Initially these Businesses thought that they will save lots of money by Laying off those workers, but they did
not realize that those were also customers of other industries as well. BUT due to Layoff, they don’t have enough money
now to buy, so in reality those businesses lost their customers as well by Laying off their employees. This is just a simple
example to start understanding the consequences which could be much better if we think about saving the humanity. Yes,
industrialization and robotics looks very good but we need to start thinking DIFFERENTLY to save the humanity to build
Whole New World. There could be many projects we can collectively initiate at Global Level to provide those laid off
workers. Remember: More Layoffs means more Poverty and more Crime, unless Employer must have been
provided to lay off people guaranteed alternate options for their survivals. Services cut down at Hospitals means
danger to our health, Services cut down at Fire Station or Police means our life/security is in more danger etc.
To Protect World from Criminals/Terrorists which is causing Global Homelessness, Poverty and Famine , we must
understand Criminal Master Minds, and we must need to find the roots of all Crimes, starting from Mother Womb till the
Grave to save humanity. Keep in mind what a NON patience Mother might do, if her child is crying for milk and she
don’t have enough money to buy milk for her. Remember: When there was a Women Driver with one year child in the
back seat killed after car chase from White House to Capitol on 04-OCT-2013 at 2:15 PM:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/police-lock-down-capitol-after-shots-fired/2013/10/03/48459e0e-2c5a11e3-8ade-a1f23cda135e_story.html
One of the possible reasons could be United States federal government shutdown of 2013 ran from October 1 to
October 16, 2013 which had surely affected low income families and small businesses:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_shutdown_in_the_United_States
Breeding grounds for all kids of terrorisms and crimes are Global Homelessness, Poverty and Famine, where
people are widely available to do anything for little money for their survivals. Master minds can easily find them, twist them
including their beliefs/faiths and forcefully use them according to their own desire. Master minds may also create some
scenarios by all means including science fictions to fool people to rob the wealth of the world. Master minds may plan for
hundreds of years if not thousands of years to rob the wealth of the whole world in stages. Master minds may also fool
their citizens, and create scenarios to prove that war is inevitable and must have to go for war, BUT in reality to run their
war related businesses and become richer than ever before and again and again. Many wars in the past were based on
lies and fooled their own citizens, e.g. Vietnam War, Gulf War on the issue of Weapons of Mass Destruction in Iraq etc.
EBOLA, SARS, AIDS & Chicken Pox etc. could be Biological weapons to wipeout humanity as well as creating artificial
famine. War is not an option in which economy dies again and again, BUT Love is, which starts from forgiveness.
Many people don’t realize that Hiring Robots & Firing People will bankrupt businesses, e.g. Robots and Machines don’t
eat apples & oranges, so Apple & Orange farms and their businesses will be bankrupt and will make the World like a Hell
which many people facing in around the Globe.

People do not have any plant/tree which produces money like fruits, since Money does not grow in any plant/tree.
Generally we see current issues from one angle to solve it, but there could be other ways, e.g. when we look at a book
from front side we see length and width of it, while from other side it could be length and thickness or width and thickness.
If we add time to it, then it will be the case of four dimension. BUT many of us don’t include space in which time at one
planet or star or galaxy is different than others. We live in n dimensional space and we need to understand that there
might be some other ways to save humanity and build Heavenly Earth for all without any discrimination.
No human is perfect, we must need to be open minded and join together to bring ideas from anywhere, Religious as well
as Non-Religious i.e. Modern Scientific Research, Bible (Old Testament {Torah} + New Testament {Gospel}), Bhagavad
Gita, Quraan, Sutras, Vedas, etc. and present it to people on social media to fix Global System to save humanity to build
Whole New World (Heavenly Earth).
In this e-Seminar, we are planning to present more Globalization related articles/lectures on Social Media to fix
Global Economy to serve Humanity, without any discrimination of Regional, Race or Ethnic, Caste, Nationality, Language,
Gender, Disability, Age etc. Keep in Mind: Courtesy and Mutual Respect MUST be Pre-Requisite. Also, remember
that we are of same human race and we are children of one man Adam and one woman Eve and are cousin brothers and
cousin sisters. When presenting articles please keep in mind how our Great Grand Parents Adam & Eve would like
to see us in a Miserable World or in a Lovely Heavenly Likely World and what they would like to give us from
whatever is available in this world in a balance way where everyone has different DNA. How can we join together
to build Heavenly Earth? Also keep in mind, No Customers No Businesses, and Customers are people, so saving
people like saving businesses. A Single Machine may replace Thousands Human BUT NOT a Single Human can
ever replace a Single Machine. Why Waiting for Saviors for Thousands of Years When Humanity is Dying Now,
Join Us to Save Humanity Now Before it Gets Too Late.
Please present your articles/lectures on Social Media, or if you have articles/lectures from scholars share that on
Social Media and Please invite others to join this Great mission to build Heavenly Earth without any
discrimination.
It is not the Wealth (Gold or Silver) or Power which could save the Global World from Global Recession. Allah (God)
seized Qaroon, Pharaoh, and Hamaan and many more, for their crime against humanity and nothing saved them
including their wealth, power or people etc. World didn’t end there, but even without their wealth and power, it had redeveloped.
Thinking locally while living in Global World will not save our Global World.
Repeatedly Relying on the Same Corrupt or Incompetent Person will NOT Change the Fortune of a Nation or Global
World. Do not even think to try to re-appoint those who were failed to protect the corruptions in the land. Do not break
laws of your regions/states/countries and do not take laws into your own hands.
Locally I am Sorry BUT Globally YES we can Recover Global World with 100% Guaranteed upon FULL support
from all Global People and all Governments around the Globe, Inshaa Allah (by God willing).
Neither I am a singer nor a poet
Rather an activist for the Whole New World
No one can fix the world alone
Together, we will achieve our Heavenly Goal
NO CLOSE DOOR MEETINGS & NO HIDDEN SECRET AGENDA
WORLD HAS ENOUGH TO FEED BUT NOT GREED
Why Waiting for Saviors for Thousands of Years When Humanity is Dying Now. I invite you all to join this Noble
Mission and invite others to join it to write/share articles/ideas for FREE to save humanity from Homelessness,
Poverty, Famine and Build Heavenly Earth without any discrimination of religion, race, color, gender, language or
nationality etc. When presenting articles/ideas, keep in mind, can a Homeless Person who don’t have money in
their pockets and their pockets are torn off, and if you put money in their pockets, it will fell down unless you fix
their pockets first. Remember: NO customer NO Businesses, and Customers are People. A Single Machine may
replace Thousands Human BUT NOT a Single Human can ever replace a Single Machine.
It will be a Great Global Charity to save Global Humanity, our children will pray for us and Allah (God) will give
Great Reward, Inshaa Allah (by God willing). You are fully allowed to copy, forward, share, print and distribute
etc., all of my Dawah articles, lectures, videos etc. from Social Media to save humanity.
My Strong Recommendations will be to do more research on these issues in all Universities around the Globe.
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